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the piece in the game is usually that the malignant witch
offers turned prince stefan into rock and the reason was

that she was not asked for the golf ball. now barbie with his
dragon has the work to bring back both the castie and the

princ. the game consists of a lot of creative planning
capabilities on the part of the participant because you will

possess to control barbie to bring back the 6 various places
in the casties. you will need mafic of the wand and the paint

clean for the repair purpose and will make use of your
creativeness and creativity to decorate the different

locations of the castie for the ball. the areas involve the
eating room, the mattress space. the throne, the hallway

and some some other areas including landscapes. use your
creativity and imagination to help barbie and her purple

dragon friend, penelope, break gothel's evil spell.
handsome prince stefan was turned into a stone statue by
the spell, and his enchanted castle lies in ruins, with the
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royal jewels that will set him free hidden--only barbie, as
rapunzel, can break the wicked spell. and once gothel's

spell is broken, the prince freed, and the castle restored,
kids can celebrate with stefan and rapunzel at a brilliant

masquerade ball and save their creations in a magic
memory scrapbook that can also be printed. in barbie as

rapunzel: a creative adventure, kids journey through eight
interactive activities, including magical mosaics, design a

throne, garden maze, princess paintings, magical
masquerade, and more. the magic paint box guides kids

creatively through each activity. it's filled with tools, like a
magic wand, twinkle sprinkles, and living stickers, so kids

can paint, add textures, and even animate objects, as they
help rapunzel rescue the prince, find the crown jewels, and

restore the royal castle.

Barbie As Rapunzel A Creative Adventure Pc Game Download

barbie as rapunzel is an adventure game for kids ages 5 to
8. you play as the mean witch gothel who has cast a spell to

turn the prince into a stone statue and scattered all the
prince's crown jewels. you must use your creative muscle to
restore the prince and the royal castle. several rooms in the

castle have items to restore including a throne, a living
room, a kitchen, and a tower. there are also puzzles to

solve in each room. as you restore each room, you pick up
the crown jewels and use them to unlock the prince's royal
crown. at the end of each adventure, you have a choice.
you can restore the prince and head to the final room to
break the spell, or you can turn the prince back to stone.
barbie just turned five and she needs a playmate! she's

playing with her favorite toys, fashion designer and her hair
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doll it's rapunzel's birthday and barbie wants to give her the
gift of a playmate pajamas. barbie wants to be her special

princess. barbie has been locked in her tower and has been
trapped in her sleep for several years. princess rapunzel

can't remember anything about her past or where she came
from. but the prince is in love with her and is determined to

free her from her curse. to break the spell, princess
rapunzel must collect a few magic jewels. she must also

find her way out of the magical land where she is trapped,
go through a maze of a castle, and save the prince from the
evil gothel. that's the standard gameplay for this game. you

play as barbie as rapunzel and she must save her prince
from his evil sister, gothel. the game is set in the kingdom
of corona and the player must climb the tower to find and

collect the magic jewels to break the evil spell cast on
prince stefan. to break the spell, the princess must collect a

few magic jewels and use her special powers to open the
wardrobe doors that lead to the other rooms of the castle.
each room has a new challenge to overcome. each room is
a mini-game that requires the player to use her creativity

and imagination to figure out how to solve the puzzle.
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